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Abstract

Cross-group externalities and network effects in two-sided platform markets shape

market structure and competition policy, and are the subject of extensive study. Less

understood are the within-group externalities that arise when the platform designs many-

to-many matchings: the value to agent i of matching with agent j may depend on the set

of agents with which j is matched. These effects are present in a wide range of settings in

which firms compete for individuals’ custom or attention. I characterize platform-optimal

matchings in a general model of many-to-many matching with within-group externalities.

I prove a set of comparative statics results for optimal matchings, and show how these

can be used to analyze the welfare effects various changes, including vertical integration

by the platform, horizontal mergers between firms on one side of the market, and changes

in the platform’s information structure. I then explore market structure and regulation

in two in-depth applications. The first is monopolistic competition between firms on a

retail platform such as Amazon. The second is a multi-channel video program distributor

(MVPD) negotiating transfer fees with television channels and bundling these to sell to

individuals.

Multi-sided platforms play a large and growing role in the economy. The core business of

some of the world’s largest companies, including Amazon, Alibaba, Facebook, and Google,

fall into this category. The defining feature of platforms is that they match different agents.

In the case of multi-sided platforms, agents can be divided into distinct groups, and matches

occur across groups. Increasing data availability and developments of matching technology,

both facilitated in many cases by the internet, have fueled the rise in multi-sided platform

businesses.

An important feature of the environments in which many platforms operate is the ex-

istence of cross-group externalities. A U.S. based retailer derives benefits from contracting
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with a Chinese manufacturer, and the manufacturer benefits from selling products to the

retailer. In general, neither party appropriates the full surplus from their transaction. This

would not be a problem if it was easy for the retailer to find an appropriate manufacturer,

or vice-versa. However when searching for a partner is costly, the presence of externalities

means that agents will generally under-invest in search. This explains the existence of a

platform such as Alibaba. The platform facilitates matches, and internalizes the matching

externalities through fees charged to agents on one or both sides of the market.

In addition to cross-group externalities, platforms often take advantage of network effects.

The benefit that one side of the market derives from the platform’s services depends on the

set of agents on the other side with whom they may be matched. Software developers would

like to create programs for operating systems that have a large number of users, and users

prefer operating systems which support many programs. Modern platforms generally engage

in more sophisticated matching than simply granting all or nothing access to a network.

Search engines prioritize certain results, and curate results based on user preferences. Cable

providers offer different bundles of channels which customers may purchase. Such platforms

fine-tune the network effects within the platform.

Cross-group externalities and network effects have long been central to the literature on

multi-sided platform design and regulation. However significantly less attention has been paid

to with-group externalities in multi-sided settings. Consider again Alibaba’s role matching

retailers and manufacturers. Cross-group network effects are present; retailers would like

to search on a platform on which many manufacturers are available, and manufacturers

would like access to the largest set of potential customers. However manufacturers are also

competitors. Fixing the set of retailers using the platform, a manufacturer would prefer

to compete with as few other manufacturers as possible. As in this example, within-group

externalities often work in the opposite direction as network effects.

Within-group externalities have important implications for the regulation of platforms.

As noted above, platforms add value by internalizing cross-group externalities. Indeed, when

network effects are large, it has been argued that the efficiency gains from large networks

are sufficient to justify the existence of a monopolistic platform (Evans, 2003). However the

platform also internalizes, to some degree, the effects of competition between firms. Thus

the platform will have an incentive to reduce competition between firms beyond the socially

optimal level. Within-group externalities also affect the welfare implications of vertical in-

tegration by the platform into the firm side of the market, as well has horizontal mergers

between firms.

This paper studies the implications of within-group externalities on the design and regu-
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lation of platforms. I consider a monopolistic platform whose role is to match each agent on

one side of the market with a set of agents on the other (so called many-to-many matching).

Matches are reciprocal. I will refer to one side of the market as firms and the other side as

individuals, although the analysis applies equally well to a wide range of business-to-business

activities. There are no within-side externalities for individuals; an individual’s payoff de-

pends on the set of firms with which they are matched. A firms payoffs, however, depend

not only on the set of individuals with which it is matched, but also on the set of firms with

which each of these individuals is matched.

I show that when payoffs are suitably supermodular, optimal matches have a natural

threshold structure, whereby agents are matched with those on the other side of the market

who have high enough types. Using this characterization, I prove a set of general compar-

ative statics results on how the matching changes when payoffs shift in a way that makes

some agents relatively more important. I show how in a broad class of problems, including

those in which one set of agents is privately informed about their type, these comparative

statics results can be used to perform welfare analyses. Within-group externalities are an

essential component of competition analysis. For example, I show that when these effects

are not present vertical mergers between the platform and firms will unambiguously benefit

individuals in most cases.

I explore two applications in depth. I modify the canonical Dixit-Stiglitz model of monop-

olistic competition by giving a platform control over the set of firms that each individual has

access to. This model applies to many settings; for example, Amazon mediating interactions

between customers and vendors. I characterize the types of mergers between the platform

and firms, and the types of information acquisitions by the platform, that make individuals

better or worse off. I also study a multi-channel video program distributor (MVPD) nego-

tiating transfer fees with television channels and bundling these to sell to individuals who

are privately informed about their value for programming. I show that horizontal mergers

between channels in the basic cable package will make all individuals worse off, even if the

merger does nothing but create cost synergies and has no direct anti-competitive effects. On

the other hand, all individuals will be made better off if the merger is between channels only

offered in the premium packages. Similar results obtain for vertical mergers between the

MVPD and channels.

The general intuition for a number of the results can be illustrated by focusing on the

effect of the platform acquiring a firm, denote by j. Assume that firms like matches with

individuals, but dislike competition; their payoff from a match with individual i is decreasing

in the number of other firms that i is matched with. Suppose that before the merger the
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platform was not able to capture the full surplus enjoyed by firm j. This will be the case

when firms have bargaining power or private information. After the merger, on the other

hand, the platform will internalize j’s surplus completely. This change has two effects on

the matching structure. First, the platform will want to increase the payoff to firm j by

matching more individuals with j. This effect is analogous to“eliminating markups”, as

discussed in the classical vertical integration literature.1 Second, the platform wants to

reduce the competition faced by j (analogous to “raising rivals’ costs”). To do this, the

platform matches the individuals who are matched with j with fewer additional firms. When

there are no within-group externalities only the first effect is present. In this case the merger

results in larger matching sets for all individuals, which I show implies higher payoffs for all

individuals.2 The second effect however, which is driven by competition between firms, has

the effect of shrinking individual matching sets. The overall welfare effect depends on which

of the two dominates. Using the characterization of optimal matches, I discuss cases in which

the welfare effect is unambiguous.

The literature on competition policy for multi-sided platforms is extensive, and will not be

summarized in full here. For a recent review see Jullien and Sand-Zantman (2020). Much of

this literature focuses on competition between platforms, and ignores within-group external-

ities. Seminal theoretical contributions in this area were made by Rochet and Tirole (2003),

Caillaud and Jullien (2003), and Armstrong (2006). My primary interest is on the implica-

tions platform mediation for competition between firms. I therefore focus on a monopolistic

platform, but introduce competition effects. Pouyet and Trégouët (2016) study vertical in-

tegration in a model with competing platforms, but without within-side competition on a

given platform. More recently, Tan and Zhou (2020) incorporate within-group externalities

into a model of competition between platforms. In Tan and Zhou (2020) platforms have

a membership structure, and do not engage in more sophisticated matching. The authors

show that increasing the number of platforms can adversely affect consumer welfare. More

closely related to the current paper is de Corniere and Taylor (2014), which studies a search

engine matching users and publishers. Publishers in turn make revenue by selling space to an

advertiser. The search engine also sells add space directly to the advertiser. This generates

competition between the publishers’ and search engine’s web pages. While the structure of

the model is quite different than that considered here, the authors identify broadly similar

effects of vertical integration. Integration by search engine into publishing can induce bias

1See Riordan (2005).
2This conclusion holds even when individuals make monetary payments to the firm, in which case it is an

implication of the envelope condition for the platforms revenue maximizing mechanism.
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into search results, analogous to the bias in matching sets that I find. However, as in my

setting, there is a countervailing effect; integration may also reduce the quantity of adds seen

by uses, which benefits them. The net effect on user welfare remains ambiguous.

The key ingredients to the model are i) a platform that controls the interactions between

agents on different sides via many-to-many matchings, and ii) within-side competition ef-

fects on one side. While these features appear separately in the literature, they have not

been previously considered together. This paper builds on the matching design and price

discrimination literature. The model of the platform is similar to that of Gomes and Pavan

(2016), who also consider the design of many-to-many matchings by a platform. However

their model does not allow for within-side competition. As in Gomes and Pavan (2016), the

platform in this paper may engage in price discrimination by offering a menu of matching sets

and fees to each side of the market. The platform can flexibly design both the matching sets

and fees. This is in contrast to the literature on two-sided markets, in which platforms sell

access to a single network, or to different mutually exclusive networks (see Rysman (2009)

for a survey and Weyl (2010), White and Weyl (2016) for more recent contributions). The

remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 1 presents the basic model, char-

acterizes optimal matchings, and discusses the main comparative statics results. Section 2

discusses an extension of the model, which is useful in applications. Section 3 presents the

two applications mentioned earlier.

1 The basic model

The model generalizes that of Gomes and Pavan (2016). There is a unit mass of individuals

(side I) and a set F of firms (side F). Depending on the setting, I will consider either finite

F or F = [0, 1]. In what follows λ will be used to denote either Lebesgue measure, in the

case of a continuum of firms, or the measure placing mass 1 on each firm when F is finite.

Competition effects are present only on the firm side, and take a form that will be specified

below.3 Matchings are reciprocal: individual i is matched with firm j iff j is matched with i.

1.1 Payoffs

I present here the baseline model. Alternative payoff structures are explored in the extensions

in Section 2. Agent ` ∈ [0, 1] on side K ∈ {F, I} is characterized by a vertical type v`K and a

3It is also interesting to consider markets with competition effects on both sides. For now I will focus on

the one-sided case because most of the applications that I have in mind are of this form.
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horizontal type σ`K ≥ 0. The platform’s objective function will be of the form∫
F
UF (vjF , |sF (j)|SI )dλ(j) +

∫
I
U I(viI , |sI(i)|)dλ(i). (1)

The components of (1) will be discussed below. What is important to note at present is that

the platform’s payoff depends on the sum of some aggregate payoffs coming from the firm

side and the individual side. If the platform’s objective is utilitarian welfare maximization

then UF and U I will correspond to the utilities of firms and individuals respectively. However

there are many other objectives of the form given in (1). One such setting, in which agents

are privately informed about their vertical type, will be discussed in Section 1.5. Further

examples will be illustrated in the applications of Section 3. For simplicity, in what follows

I will refer to UF and U I as firm and individual payoffs respectively. Later, when discussing

individual welfare I will be careful to differentiate between the true utilities of agents and the

payoffs that are relevant for the firm’s objective in (1).

The vertical type v`K determines the value that ` attaches to matches with agents on

the other side of the market, while the horizontal type σ`K , which I also refer to as salience,

represents how important ` is to agents on the other side. The be precise, for an individual

i on side I the payoff of being matched with a set sI(i) ⊆ [0, 1] of firms is

U I(viI , |sI(i)|)

where |sI(i)| is the salience weighted size of the set sI(i), given by

|sI(i)| =
∫

j∈sI(i)

σjFdλ(j).

Payoffs on the firms side are similar, but account for competition effects. This means that

the payoff of a firm depends on the entire matching, not just their own matching set. The pay-

off to firm j with matching set sF (j) when individuals have matchings SI = {(sI(i), i)}i∈[0,1]

is given by

UF (vjF , |sF (j)|SI )

where

|sF (j)|SI =

∫
i∈sF (j)

h(|sI(i)|, σiI , σ
j
F , )dλ(i),

and h is non-negative. The function h captures competition effects. It can be thought of as

depending on the exogenous (σiI) and endogenous (|sI(i)|) components of individual salience.4

4h need not be a function of |sI |. The general results presented below apply as long as h is continuous (in

an appropriate sense) in sI and independent of the vertical types vjF for j ∈ sI . For example, h could be a

function of λ(sb) rather than |sI |.
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In most applications h will be decreasing; individuals are less valuable to firms if they are

matched with many other firms. However I will not assume that this is always the case.

In the model described above, neither firms nor individuals care about the vertical types

of the agents they are matched with. The interpretation is the an agent’s vertical type is

a private taste parameter that describes their value for matches. I will discuss settings in

which this assumption is natural. On the other hand, in some situations we may derive the

vertical type from characteristics of the agent, for example the cost function of a firm that

is also choosing prices, that may be relevant for agents on the other side. In Section 3.2 I

explore payoffs of this form. The main qualitative conclusions of the model will be the same

in both cases.

1.2 Optimal matchings

For the time being, assume that there is no horizontal differentiation; σiI = σkI for all i, k and

σjF = σlF for all j, l. If there is horizontal differentiation, the results of this section will hold

conditional on horizontal types.

Supermodularity. Let v′′ > v′, x′′ > x′. Then UK(v′′, x′′) + UK(v′, x′) ≥ UK(v′′, x′) +

UK(v′, x′′) for K ∈ {F, I}.

Order-Supermodularity. There exists a complete order on the agents on side K such

that Supermodularity holds with respect to this order. That is, if type v̂ is higher in this

order than type ṽ (not necessarily v̂ > ṽ) and x′′ ≥ x′, then UK(v̂, x′′) + UK(ṽ, x′) ≥
UK(v̂, x′) + UK(ṽ, x′′) for K ∈ {F, I}.

I will refer to the order specified in the definition of Order-Supermodularity as the su-

permodular order. Clearly, Supermodularity is a special case of Order-Supermodularity in

which the order is given by type.

Lemma 1. Under Order-Supermodualrity, optimal matchings are monotone in the super-

modular order: higher type individuals receive larger matching sets and higher type firms

receive higher quality matching sets.

Proof. Without loss, let the order be given by type. Consider first individual side mono-

tonicity. Let vIj ≥ vIk and suppose |sI(k)| ≥ |sI(j)|. Then switch the matching sets. By

Supermodularity, payoffs on the individual side increase. Moreover, payoffs on the firm side

are unchanged, since any firm that was matched with j is now matched with firm i that has

the same matching set that j had. The same switching argument works on the firm side.
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For the remainder of this section assume that Supermodularity holds. All results extend

immediately to other supermodular orders.

I now turn to establishing the aforementioned threshold structure of matching sets. One

might be tempted to apply a similar proof as that of Lemma 1. To see why this does not

work, suppose gF is increasing and concave. Fix an individual, and suppose that they are

matched with a firm with type v′ but not with a type v′′ firm, where v′′ > v′. Simply dropping

the low type firm from and adding the high type firm to the individual’s set clearly does not

change the individual’s payoff, but will not necessarily improve payoffs on the firm side. This

is because despite having a higher vertical type, the v′′ firm will also have a higher quality

matching set, by Lemma 1. Then by concavity this means precisely that the marginal change

in match quality for the v′′ firm is lower than for the v′ firm. The proof of the following

proposition modifies the switching argument to accommodate this case.

Proposition 1. For an individual with type vI there is a threshold v∗(vI) such that the

individual is matched with a firm if and only if the firm’s type is above v∗F (vI).

Proof. First I claim that the optimal matching should be characterized by a threshold in the

marginal firm utility UF2 (vjF , |sF (j)|SI ) (or the discrete analog). If this was not the case then

switching out low marginal utility firms for high marginal utility firms does not change the

size of the individual’s matching set, and thus has no effect on the individual’s payoffs or

their endogenous salience. Moreover it increases firm side payoffs.5

Firm marginal utilities are of course endogenous objects. The result will follow if the

optimal matching the firm marginal utilities are increasing in vF , which is what I know show.

Let {SF , SI} be the optimal matching. A necessary condition for {SF , SI} to be optimal

is that each individual’s match be characterized by a threshold in the marginal firm utilities

induced by {SF , SI}, as discussed above. Suppose that UF2 (vjF , |sF (j)|SI ) is not increasing in

firm type, that is, there are firms i, j with vj > vk such that

UF2 (vkF , |sF (k)|SI ) > UF2 (vjF , |sF (j)|SI ). (2)

For this to hold there must be a positive measure of individuals for whom the marginal

utility threshold defining their matching set falls strictly above UF2 (vjF , |sF (j)|SI ) and weakly

below UF2 (vkF , |sF (k)|SI ), (otherwise |sF (v′)|sI ) = |sF (v′′)|sI and so (2) does not hold). Then

sF (v′′) ( sF (v′). Since h ≥ 0, this implies |sF (v′)|sI > |sF (v′′)|sI , contradicting monotonicity

from Lemma 1.6

5I am using here the fact that monotonicity does not bid. If it did then I would have to guarantee that

this switch does not violate monotonicity. This could probably be dealt with, but I don’t need to.
6If gF is concave then we need not appeal to monotonicity, |sF (v′)|sI > |sF (v′′)|sI contradicts (2). The

argument can be modified to accommodate for negative values of h.
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Corollary 1. The threshold v∗F (vI) is decreasing.

Proof. Immediate from Lemma 1 and Proposition 1

Corollary 2. Firm matchings are characterized by a threshold v∗I (vF ). Moreover v∗I (vF ) is

decreasing.

Proof. Immediate from Corollary 1.

1.3 Optimal matchings with horizontal differentiation

The previous section established that optimal matchings have a threshold structure when

there is no horizontal differentiation. With horizontal differentiation, the same structure

continues to hold conditional on horizontal types; each individual i’s matching set will be

characterized by a threshold function v∗I (σF , i) such that the individual matches with a firm

of type vF and salience σF if and only if vF ≥ v∗I (σF , i). Similarly for firms. In this section I

will be interested in the features of optimal threshold functions. In particular, I will identify

when this functions are increasing/decreasing.

The platform’s problem simplifies greatly when UF (v, ·) is affine. In this case the firm’s

payoffs can be written as UF (v, x) = aF (v) + bF (v) · x. If supermodularity holds then we can

make a change of variables so that without loss of generality bF (v) = v. Then the platform’s

objective function can be written as∫
I

(
U I(vIi , |sI(i)|) +

∫
sI(i)

vFj · h(|sI(i)|, σIi , σFj ) dλ(j)

)
dλ(i).

This integral can be maximized point-wise for each individual. This is true even when match

qualities are constrained to be monotone in agent type, as will be the case when types are

private infromation, since Lemma 1 tells us that these constraints will not bind. For simplicity,

assume all primitive functions are differentiable. Consider the objective

U I(vIi , |sI(i)|) +

∫
sI(i)

vFj · h(|sI(i)|, σIi , σFj ) dλ(j).

The marginal effect of adding a firm of type vF and salience σF to the matching set of

individual i is

vF · h(|sI(i)|, σIi , σF ) + σF ·

(
U I2 (vIi , |sI(i)|) +

∫
sI(i)

vFj · h1(|sI(i)|, σIi , σFj ) dλ(j)

)
. (3)

The function v∗F (σF , i) will be decreasing (increasing) if for σ′′F > σ′F the following single

crossing property holds: if the marginal benefit in (3) is positive (negative) for σ′F then it
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is positive (negative) for σ′′F . Assume h is decreasing it its first and third arguments (If h

is not decreasing in σF then the threshold functions may be non-monotone). The term in

parentheses in (3), U I2 (vIi , |sI(i)|) +
∫
sI(i) v

F
j · h1(|sI(i)|, σIi , σFj ) dλ(j), is the key determinant

of the slope of v∗F (σF , i). The first part of this expression is the marginal benefit to the

individual of increasing the size of their matching set. The second part is the inframarginal

cost to all firms matched with this individual of increasing the size of the matching set. If

the sum of these two is positive, it means that the benefit to the individual outweighs the

externality imposed on firms. But then this individual should be matched with all firms

that have positive values vF )j. Moreover, the individual should be matched with firms with

negative values only if σFj is large enough, so that the benefit the individual is sufficient to

outweigh both the cost to the new firm and the inframarginal cost to all other firms. If on the

other hand U I2 (vIi , |sI(i)|) +
∫
sI(i) v

F
j · h1(|sI(i)|, σIi , σFj ) dλ(j) < 0 then the individual should

never match with negative value firms, and should only match with positive value firms if

their salience is not too high. These observations are summarized in the following Lemma.

Lemma 2. Assume h is decreasing in its first and third arguments (match size and firm

salience).7 Then the matching sets of individuals have the following structure:

• There exists a threshold v∗∗ such that an individual i’s matching set contains firms with

types vFj < 0 if and only if vIi > v∗∗.

• The individual’s threshold function v∗F (σF , i) is downward sloping if vIi > v∗∗ and

upward sloping otherwise.

Lemma 2 has some interesting implications. If any firms have positive values then high-

value, low-salience firms will be matched with the largest set of individuals (in the set inclusion

sense). If no firms have positive values then the largest matching sets will instead go to high-

value, high-salience firms.

Suppose that firms vertical types are their private information, while horizontal types

are known to the platform. For example, the vertical type may reflect a firm’s marginal

cost, while its horizontal type is the attractiveness of its product to consumers. Below, I will

discuss more extensively the platform’s problem when types are private information. Suppose

that the platform make monetary transfers with firms, and that firms payoffs are quasi-linear

in money. In this context it is easy to see, from the usual Myerson (1981) argument, that the

objective of a revenue maximizing platform will look the same as 1, except that the firms’

7Just assuming that h is decreasing in match size, we can conclude that if UI2 (vIi , |sI(i)|) +
∫
sI (i)

vFj ·
h1(|sI(i)|, σIi , σFj ) dλ(j) ≥ 0 then the individual will be matched with all positive value firms.
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vertical types vFj will be replaced with their “virtual values” ϕ(vFj , σ
F
j ) = vFj −

1−QF (vFj |σFj )

qF (vFj |σFj )
.

Virtual values may be negative even if all true values are positive. As a result, the second

best matching, in which firm types must be elicited, and the first best matching in which they

are known may be qualitatively different: in the first best, conditional on values, low-salience

firms will always be matched with a superset of the individuals matched with high-salience

firms. In the second best the reverse may hold: for low enough values, high-salience firms

are matched with a superset of the individuals that low-salience firms with the same value

are matched with.

1.4 Comparative statics

Throughout this section, assume that there is no horizontal differentiation on either side. I

will be interested in how the optimal matching changes when some of the firms become “more

prominent”, in a sense I will make precise. Intuitively, there are two effects of a platform

placing greater weight on the payoffs of firm j. For one, it should increase the size firm

j’s’ matching set. This effect is easy to see. On the other hand, it should change the other

firms’ matching sets to increase the value of firm j’s matching. If h is decreasing this means

reducing the size of the other firms’ matching sets. How these two effects interact is not

obvious in general. However there will be cases in which the effect on the matching structure

can be identified. I explore such cases in this section.

By “more prominent” I mean that the marginal value of increasing the quality of a firm’s

matching increases.

Increasing differences change. A change in the payoffs of firm j from UF to ÛF are

an increasing differences change if for x′′ > x′, ÛF (vFj , x
′′) − ÛF (vFj , x

′) ≥ UF (vFj , x
′′) −

UF (vFj , x
′).

Lemma 3. The quality of firm j’s matching set increases following an increasing differences

change in its payoffs.

Proof. This follows from the resulting single-crossing property of the objective.

To further understand the changes in the matching, is important to first clarify the nec-

essary conditions for optimality of a matching. Assume that there are N < ∞ firms and

a continuum of individuals. The argument can be easily modified for the case of finitely

many individuals. For notational simplicity, assume that Supermodularity holds (all results

go through under Order-supermodularity). Label the firms in order of types, with firm 1

being the highest type and firm N the lowest.
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If there is no horizontal differentiation h(n) is the endogenous salience of an individual

matched with n firms. Let v∗I (j) be the threshold type for firm j’s matching set. If firm j

marginally increases the size of its matching set by lowering the cut-off it benefits from a

larger matching set, but affects the endogenous salience of the newly added individuals, who

are included in the matching sets of all higher types. Suppose that firm j adds a marginal

individual to its matching set. Assume that there is not another firm with the exact same

matching set as j, and that U I is continuous in its first argument. Using the fact that the

optimal matching has the threshold structure described in Proposition 1, the FOC for such

a change is given by8

UF2 (vFj , |sF (j)|SI ) · h(j)−
j−1∑
k=1

UF2 (vFk , |sF (k)|SI ) · [h(j − 1)− h(j)]

+ U I(v∗I (j), j)− U I(v∗I (j), j − 1) ≥ 0

(4)

with equality if v∗I (j) is interior.

The first term in (4) is the marginal benefit to firm j, the second is the inframarginal

cost to all firms matched with the newly added individual, and the last is the direct benefit

to the new individual.

Proposition 2. Suppose there is an increasing differences change in the payoffs of firm k,

and that the supermodular order remains unchanged. If UF (v, ·) is concave for all v and h

is decreasing then all firms j > k receive smaller matching sets and firm k receives a larger

matching set.

Proof. Throughout this proof s and S will refer to the original matchings and s̃, S̃ will refer

to the new matching.

If k = N then the proposition follows immediately from Lemma 3, so assume k > 1.

Claim 1. There cannot exists an ` such that firms N,N − 1, . . . , ` receive larger matching

sets after the change. First, suppose that not all firms receive larger matching sets. Let

j be the lowest value firm that receives a strictly smaller matching set ( Lemma 3 implies

that j 6= k). Since j receives a smaller matching set ṽ∗I (j) must be larger than v∗I (j). Then

Supermodularity implies that

U I(ṽ∗I (j), j)− U I(ṽ∗I (j), j − 1) > U I(v∗I (j), j)− U I(v∗I (j), j − 1).

Since all lower value firms receive larger matching sets and h is decreasing, firm j’s matching

set is of lower quality. By concavity, UF2 (vFj , |s̃(j)|S̃I ) > UF2 (vFj , |s(j)|SI ). Then the FOC for

8If another firm has the same matching set we just need to modify the term [h(j − 1)− h(j)] in equation

(4).
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j holds only if
j−1∑
t=1

UF2 (vFt , |s̃F (t)|S̃I ) · [h(j − 1)− h(j)]

is larger as well. But then we have that

j∑
t=1

UF2 (vFt , |s̃F (t)|S̃I ) · [h(j − 1)− h(j)] >

j∑
t=1

UF2 (vFt , |sF (t)|SI ) · [h(j − 1)− h(j)] (5)

is also larger. Since firm j + 1 received a larger matching set ṽ∗I (j + 1) is smaller. Then

Supermodularity implies that

U I(ṽ∗I (j + 1), j + 1)− U I(ṽ∗I (j + 1), j) < U I(v∗I (j + 1), j + 1)− U I(v∗I (j), j).

Then the FOC for j+1 and (5) imply that UF2 (vFj+1, |s̃F (j)|S̃I ) is larger (or ÛF2 (vFj+1, |s̃F (j)|S̃I )
if j + 1 = k). Proceeding in this way we conclude that UF2 (vFN , |s̃F (N)|S̃I ) must be larger.

But if firm N received a larger matching set then concavity implies that UF2 (vFN , |s̃F (N)|S̃I ) is

strictly smaller after the merger (since k > 1 by assumption). Thus we have a contradiction.

Now suppose all firms receive larger matching sets. If firm 1 receives a larger matching

set then (4) implies that its marginal value UF2 (vF1 , |s̃(1)|S̃I ) must be higher. Since firm 2

receives a larger matching set ṽ∗I (2) must be smaller. Then (4) implies that UF2 (vF2 , |s̃(2)|S̃I )
must be larger. Proceeding in this way we conclude that UF2 (vFN , |s̃(N)|S̃I ) is larger after the

change, which we have already noted is a contradiction.

Claim 2. No firm j > k can receive a larger matching set after the change. Let j be

the lowest value firm that receives a larger matching set, and suppose j > k. By Claim 1,

j < N . Since j receives a larger matching set ṽ∗I (j) is smaller, so Supermodularity implies

that U I(ṽ∗I (j), j)−U I(ṽ∗I (j), j− 1) is smaller. Since all firms m > j receive smaller matching

sets, concavity implies that UF2 (vFj , |s̃(j)|S̃I ) is smaller. Then the FOC for j implies that

j−1∑
t=1

UF2 (vFt , |s̃F (t)|S̃I ) · [h(j − 1)− h(j)]

is smaller. But then we have that

j∑
t=1

UF2 (vFt , |s̃F (t)|S̃I ) · [h(j − 1)− h(j)] <

j∑
t=1

UF2 (vFt , |sF (t)|SI ) · [h(j − 1)− h(j)] (6)

Since j + 1 receives a smaller matching set ṽ∗I (j + 1) is larger. But then the FOC for j + 1

implies that UF2 (vFj+1, |s̃(j + 1)|S̃I ) is smaller. Proceeding in this way we conclude that

UF2 (vFN , |s̃(N)|S̃I ) is smaller. But this contradicts the assumption that N receives a smaller

(and thus worse) matching set, given concavity.
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Claim 3. Firm k receives a larger matching set. Suppose k receives a smaller set. Suppose

some firm with a higher value than k receives a larger set, and let j be the lowest value such

firm. Then using the same proof as in Claim 2 we can arrive at a contradiction, so no firm

can receive a larger set. If firm 1 receives a smaller matching set then the FOC for 1 implies

that UF2 (vF1 , |s̃(1)|S̃I ) (or UF2 (vF1 , |s̃(1)|S̃I ) if k = 1) must be smaller. Then again we can use

the proof of Claim 2 to arrive at a contradiction.

The assumption of concavity of UF (v, ·) is used throughout the proof, but it is not neces-

sary. This can be seen most easily by appealing to continuity of the objective function. The

strict version of the comparative statics result of Proposition 2 holds when UF (v, ·) is affine,

and given appropriate continuity assumptions Berge’s theorem implies that it will continue

to hold if UF (v, ·) is perturbed slightly to be strictly convex. Thus it is not clear exactly

what the role of concavity is in the result. To try to build some intuition, consider an in-

creasing differences change to the payoffs of firm 1. At the new optimal matching, the sum

of payoffs for all other firms must be smaller (otherwise it would have been worthwhile to

change their matchings before the change in firm 1’s payoffs). Roughly speaking, concavity

of UF (v, ·) implies that it is optimal to spread the reduction in payoffs across all these firms.

This intuition is incomplete, and it would be valuable to know how far convexity of UF (v, ·)
can be pushed.

Let v∗I (k) be the threshold individual type defining firm k’s matching set. If all firms

with lower types than k receive smaller sets then all individuals with types higher then v∗I (k)

receive smaller matching sets.

Corollary 3. Under the conditions of Proposition 1, all individuals with types higher than

v∗I (k) receive (weakly) smaller matching sets.

If an individual’s utility is given entirely by U I , and is increasing in match size, then

Corollary 3 implies that all individuals with types above v∗I (k) are weakly worse off following

the change in k’s payoffs. Even if this is not the case, for example if there are transfers

between individuals and the platform, it may be possible to determine the welfare effects of

such a change. I return to this question in the next section.

It is easy to see from the proof of Proposition 2 that the result can be extended to

increasing changes in the payoffs of multiple firms.

Lemma 4. Under the conditions of Proposition 2, if there is an increasing differences change

in the payoffs of a set C of firms firms the all firms j > maxC receive smaller matching sets.

Proposition 2 does not specify what happens to the matching sets for higher types than

the one for which there is an increasing differences change. This will in general depend on
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the function h. This is because it is not clear what the effect of the described changes is on

the value of the original matching sets for such types. The fact that all j > k receive smaller

matching sets benefits types m < k. However these types are also hurt by the fact that k

receives a larger matching set.

If UF (v, ·) is affine then comparative statics are much easier to identify. In this case, we

can write UF (v, x) = αF (v) +βF (v) ·x In this case, we can look at the problem entirely from

the point of view of an individual, and the problem separates across individuals. In other

words, the objective function can be written as

∫
I

(
U I(vIi , |sI(i)|) + h(|sI(i)|) ·

∫
sI(i)

βF (vFj )dλ(j)

)
dλ(i).

An increasing differences change in payoffs here corresponds to an increase in βF (v). The

following Lemma is immediate.

Lemma 5. If UF (v, ·) is affine then the size of firm j’s matching set increases following an

increasing differences change in payoffs.

In this case we can also identify what happens when there is an increasing differences

change to the payoffs of the lowest type. The following result is immediate given the threshold

structure of matching sets.

Lemma 6. Suppose there is an increasing differences change in the payoffs of firm N , and

that the supermodular order remains unchanged. If UF (v, ·) is affine then either firm N is

added to an individual’s matching set or the individual’s matching set remains unchanged.

1.5 Individuals with private information

Propositions 1 and 2 will be particularly interesting when there is a continuum of individu-

als who have private information about their type which must be elicited by the platform.

Assume that Supermodularity holds on side I (the arguments extend directly to Order-

supermodularity). In this setting the usual Myerson (1981) argument implies that in any

incentive compatible mechanism the payoff of individual i can be written as

V (vIi ) = V (vI) +

vIi∫
vI

U I1 (v, |sI(v)|)dv. (7)

Suppose that the conditions of Proposition 2 are satisfied, and that there is a increasing

differences change in the payoffs of firm 1. Corollary 3 says that all individuals with types
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above v∗I (1) receive smaller matching sets. Under Supermodularity, UF1 (v, x) is increasing in

x. Then if V (v∗I (1)) does not increase, the envelope condition in (7) implies that all individuals

will be worse off. This will be the case if v∗I (1) = v̄I , which in turn will hold whenever both

UF (vF1 , ·) and U I(v, ·) (or the variant of payoffs used in the platforms problem, if it is not

the same as (1)) are increasing.

Lemma 7. When individuals’ types are private information and v∗I (1) = v̄I , all individuals

are worse off when all receive smaller matching sets, and better off when all receive larger

matching sets.

In order to apply Lemma 7 it need not be the case that the platform’s objective exactly

corresponds to that in (1). So long as the platform objective satisfies the conditions of

Proposition 2.

In many settings individual payoffs are quasi-linear and the platform wants to maximize

transfers from individuals. Normalize the outside option of the lowest type, U(v, 0), to zero.

If individual payoffs are given by uI(v, |sI(v)|) − t(v) then the sum of transfers from all

individuals is given by

v̄∫
v

[
uI(v, |sI(v)|)− 1−QF (v)

qF (v)
uI1(v, |s(v)|)

]
qF (v)dv. (8)

Under Supermodularity, the matching mechanism is incentive compatible for individuals if

and only if individual match sizes are increasing in types and payments are constructed to

satisfy the envelope condition in (7). Proposition 1 will hold provided the integrand in (8) is

Supermodular. Moreover, under this condition the monotonicity constraint will not bind.9

2 Extension: preferences over vertical types

One extension of the model, which arises naturally in many applications, is that individuals

and/or firms may care about the vertical types of their matches. In the MVPD example

explored above, we might think that channels prefer individuals with high viewing propensity,

or individuals prefer channels with high quality programming (which in this case we interpret

as high vF ). The main results will continue to hold when agents on one side prefer matches

with higher type agents on the other side. This reinforces the optimality of giving better

9Without this condition Proposition 1 will hold, i.e. the optimal matching will still have a threshold

structure, but the proof of Proposition 2 does not go through.
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quality match sets to high type individuals, which is the key driver of the threshold structure,

and thus the results that follow.10

Another natural extension is if the endogenous salience of an individual depends on the

vertical types of the firms they are matched with. Again, if the endogenous salience is

increasing in the types of an individual’s matches then there will be no complications to the

previous results. However in many cases this is not the direction we expect. An example,

which I will explore in detail later on, is that monopolistically competitive firms may care not

only about how many other firms their customers have access to, but also about whether these

are high or low cost firms. Low cost (high type) are more damaging competitors because they

are able to charge a lower price. Nonetheless, the general welfare conclusions will continue

to hold; broadly speaking, increasing differences payoff changes for high type firms will hurt

individuals, while such changes for low type firms will benefit individuals.

In order to gain tractability when this holds, I assume that UF is affine in match quality.

As we will see, this does not immediatly imply that the platform’s problem will separted

accross individuals, as would be the case if veritcal types were not payoff relevant for agents

on the other side of the market; when agents’ types are their private information the mono-

tonicity constraint for incentive compatible mechanisms may bind. In this section I will

provide conditions under which the problem is separable, characterize the optimal matching,

and explore comparative statics. These results will be useful in applications, as illustrated in

section 3.2.

For simplicity, consider the model without horiontal differentiation. The payoffs of a type

vI individual are given by U I(vI , VI(sI)) where

VI(sI) =

∫
sI

vjdλ(j).

U I is strictly increasing in its second argument.

The payoffs of a type vF firm are given by βF (vF ) · VF (sF |SI), where

VF (sF |SI) =

∫
sF

h(vI(i), VI(sI(i)))dλ(i)

and h ≥ 0.

10We could interpret the model in which agents care about the vertical types of those on the other side

as a special case of the model presented above, in which the horizontal types are perfectly correlated with

the vertical types. However under this interpretation the results of the previous section become trivial: a

threshold structure of matchings conditional or horizontal type is meaningless when there is a single vertical

type for each horizontal type. Moreover, we will be intersted in settings in which vertical types are private

information. The case of privatly known horizontal types was not studied above.
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The platform’s objective can be written as

∫ U I(vI , VI(sI(vI))) + h(vI , VI(sI(vI))) ·
∫

sI(vI)

β(vF )dQF (vF )

 dQI(vI). (9)

I will refer to maximizing the integrand in (9) separatly for each individual as maximizing

pointwise. Denote the integrand by Π(sI |vI). The solution to the platform’s problem may

not be given by pointwise maximization, in particular if they are subject to a monotonicity

constraint imposed by inceitnive compatability. We cannot appeal to Proposition 1 to estab-

lish the threshold structure of optimal matchings in this setting, which would imply that the

monotonicity constraint does not bind. This is because the proof of Lemma 1, which says

that higher type firms receive larger matching sets, does not go through. The reason is that

higher type firms impose a larger negative externality on other firms by setting lower prices.

However if the problem can be solved pointwise the solution is easy to characterize. This

characterization also reveals the relevant assumptions needed to guarantee that the matchings

have a threshold structure in vertical types.

Lemma 8. Pointwise maximization of (9) yeilds matchings for each individual type vI that

are characterized by a threshold in β(vF )/vF : a firm is included if and only if β(vF )/vF is

high enough.

Proof. The integrand in (9) only depends on the matching through the terms VI(sI(vI)) and∫
sI(vI) β(vF )dQF (vF ). Consider the problem of maximizing

∫
sI(vI) β(vF )dQF (vF ) subject to

VI(sI(vI)) = V̄ . Since the objective and the constraint are linear, this amounts to including

a firm in the matching set if and only if β(vF )/vF is high enough.

In immediate implication of Lemma 8 is that vF 7→ VF (sF |SI) is increasing in β(vF )/vF .

However it says nothing about the comparison of matching sets for different individuals.

Monotonicity properties of individual side matchings can be derived from the usual conditions

(single crossing, interval order dominance, etc.) on the integrand. I will explore an application

in detail, and delay further discussion of such results until then. Instead, I will present a

useful comparative statics result on the matching set of a given individual that makes use

of the threshold structure indentified in Lemma 8. As we will see, it will be intersting to

compare the optimal matchings under differnt firm payoffs, captured by different funtions β

and β̃.

Assume v 7→ β(v)/v and v 7→ β̃(v)/v are increasing. This is not necessary to obtain the

types of results that follow, but it simplifies the notation, and will, in any case, be satisfied in
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many applications.11 If this holds then each individual’s optimal matching set will be defined

by a threshold in firm type. Let Π(sI |vI , β) and be the integrand of 9 under β. Let v∗(sI) and

ṽ∗(sI) be the threshold types that maximize Π(sI |vI , β) and Π(sI |vI , β̃) respectively; these

define the optimal matchings under pointwise maximization. The following comparative

statics result is straightforward, but will be useful in applications.

Lemma 9. Let h(sI , ·) be strictly decreasing. Assume v 7→ β(v)/v and v 7→ β̃(v)/v are

increasing. If β̃(v) = β(v) for all v ≤ v∗(sI) then ṽ∗(sI) ≥ v∗(sI). If β̃(v) = β(v) for all

v ≤ v∗(sI) + ε for some ε > 0 and β̃(v) ≥ β(v) for all v > v∗(sI) + ε, with strict inequality

on a positive measure set, then ṽ∗(sI) > v∗(sI).

Proof. Abusing notation, for a matching set sI defined by a threshold v∗, denote the integrand

by Π(v∗|vI , β). If β̃(v) = β(v) for all v ≤ v∗(sI), for any v∗ < v∗(sI), we have Π(v∗|vI , β̃)−
Π(v∗(sI)|vI , β̃) = Π(v∗|vI , β)−Π(v∗(sI)|vI , β). This implies that ṽ∗(sI) ≥ v∗(sI).

The second part of the lemma, the strict inequality, follows from the fact that h is strictly

decreasing and
∫ v̄
v∗ β(v)dQF (v) >

∫ v̄
v∗ β(v)dQF (v) under the stated assumptions.

On the other hand, if the increase in β occurs for firms below v∗(sI than the oposite

conclusion will hold. The proof is symmetric to that of Lemma 9.

Lemma 10. Let h(sI , ·) be strictly decreasing. Assume v 7→ β(v)/v and v 7→ β̃(v)/v are

increasing. If β̃(v) = β(v) for all v > v∗(sI) then ṽ∗(sI) ≤ v∗(sI). If β̃(v) = β(v) for all

v ≥ v∗(sI) − ε for some ε > 0 and β̃(v) ≥ β(v) for all v < v∗(sI) − ε, with strict inequality

on a positive measure set, then ṽ∗(sI) < v∗(sI).

Suppose that there is no direct individual-side component to platform payoffs, so U I = 0.

For example, an online retail platform that generates revenue by charging fees to sellers,

but which allows customers free access to the site. Under this assumption we can draw

stronger comparative statics conclusions. Proposition 3 is relevant for considering the effects

of technological change on the matches.

Proposition 3. Assume h(vI , ·) is decreasing and differentiable for all vI , U
I = 0, β(v)/v

is increasing, and
∫ v̄
v β(v)dv ≥ 0.12 Suppose there exists an increasing and strictly positive

function α such β̃(v) = α(v)β(v). Then under pointwise maximization all individuals and all

firms recieve smaller matching sets under β̃ than under β.

11If these functions are not increasing then we can attain similar comparative statics results with respect to

the order they induce.
12A similar result holds if β(v)/v is not increasing, we just have to define α to be increasing in the order on

types induced by β(v)/v.
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The proof of Proposition 3 makes use of the following result (see Quah and Strulovici

(2009) for a proof).

Lemma 11. Suppose [x′, x′′] is a compact interval or R and that α and k are real valued

functions on [x′, x′′], with k integrable and α increasing (and thus integrable as well). If∫ x′′
x h(t)dt ≥ 0 for all x ∈ [x′, x′′] then

x′′∫
x′

α(t)h(t)dt ≥ α(x′)

x′′∫
x′

h(t)dt.

Proposition 3 follows from Proposition 2 and Theorem 1 of Quah and Strulovici (2009),

and Lemma 11.

Proof. Proposition 3. Consider an idividual with type vI . Lemma 8 means that the individ-

ual’s matching set will be defined by a threshold firm type v∗. Then, abusing the definition

of VI , we can write

Π(v∗|β̃) = h(vI , VI(v
∗)) ·

v̄F∫
v∗

β̃(v)qF (v)dv

where VI(v∗) =
∫ v̄F
v∗ vqF (v)dv. The derivative of the objective with respect to v∗ is

Π′(v∗|β̃) = −h2(vI , VI(v
∗))v∗qF (v∗) ·

v̄F∫
v∗

β̃(v)qF (v)dv − h(vI , VI(v
∗)) · β̃(v∗)qF (v∗)

≥ −h2(vI , VI(v
∗))v∗qF (v∗)α(v∗) ·

v̄F∫
v∗

β̃(v)qF (v)dv − h(vI , VI(v
∗)) · α(v∗)β̃(v∗)qF (v∗)

= α(v∗)Π′(v∗|β).

Proposition 2 and Theorem 1 of of Quah and Strulovici (2009) then implies that the optimal

threshold is higher for β̃ than β, which means that all individuals recieve smaller matching

sets. Then all firms also recieve smaller matching sets.

3 Applications

3.1 Cable packages

A monopolistic multi-channel video program distributor (MVPD), such as DirectTV or Com-

cast, faces a population of viewers with unknown values for programming. The MVPD offers

a menu of packages of different channels to viewers. At the same time, the MVPD negotiates
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carriage fees with channels (referred to as video programmers in the IO literature). Video

programmers benefit from viewers through advertising revenue, but may differ in terms of

their cost of producing programming or their attractiveness to advertisers. From a program-

mers perspective, a viewer who has access to a large number of additional channels is less

valuable, as they are likely to spend less time watching a given channel. The objective of the

MVPD is to maximize revenue.

The payoff of individual i with type vIi who purchases package consisting of a set s or

channels at a price of p is given by vIi · gI(|s|) − p, where gI is increasing and gI(0) = 0.

Implicit in this formalization is the assumption that viewers like all channels equally, and

only care about the number of channels they have access to. I will discuss this assumption

later on.

As discussed above, the total revenue to the platform from viewer fees generated by a

direct mechanism s : [vI , v̄
v] 7→ 2F , where A is the set of channels, is given by

v̄I∫
vI

(
v − 1−QI(v)

qI(v)

)
gI(|s(v)|)dQI(v). (10)

Assume QI is regular in the sense of Myerson (1981), so that the virtual values ϕ(v) =

v− (1−QI(v))/qI(v) are increasing. Lemma 7 applies in this setting. After showing that the

conditions of Propositions 1 and 2 are satisfied, we will identify changes to the environment

which make all individuals worse off.

The payoffs of channel j matched with a set sF (j) of viewers is UF (vj , |sF (j)|SI ). I

assume that the function h determining individuals’ endogenous salience is decreasing; the

more channels an individual has access to the less valuable they are. Assume that UF is

supermodular and concave in its second argument.

The platform bargains with channels over a payment to be made for the right to carry

their programming. In this industry, negotiations are generally over a monthly per subscriber

“affiliate fee” that the MVPD pays the channel for every subscriber who has access the

channel, whether the subscriber watches it or not. Assume that the platform is able to

commit to a set of cable packages it will offer before negotiations over affiliate fees take

place. The outcome of the multilateral bargaining game between the MVPD and channels

is described by the Nash-in-Nash solution concept. Assume that if negotiations between

a channel and the MVPD break down then the channel receives a payoff of zero. In this

scenario the MVPD simply drops this channel from the existing packages. This results in

a new allocation for consumers. If the original allocation had a threshold structure then

this new allocation remains implementable: monotonicity is preserved when when one of the
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channels is dropped, holding fixed the remaining channels offered to each type. The total

number of consumers who have access to each channel does not change, and so the MVPD’s

revenue from affiliate fees from other channels does not change. Thus the only effect of such a

breakdown is the change it induces on the payments made by individuals for their packages.

Thus we can think of negotiations as being simply over the total payment made from the

MVPD to the channel, given the menu of bundles it plans to offer individuals. The price

negotiated with channel j is given by

p∗j = arg max
p

(
p+R(s)−ROj (s)

)β
(UF (vFj , |sF (j)|SI ))

= βUF (vFj , |sF (j)|SI ) + (1− β)(ROj (s)−R(s))

where R(s) is the individual-side revenue given in (10) and ROj (s) is the individual-side

revenue if channel j is dropped. The difference between the two is given by

RO(sF (j))−R(s) =

∫
sF (j)

ϕ(v) · [gI(|sI(v)| − 1)− gI(|sI(v)|)] dQI(v).

Using the expression for p∗j , we can write the MVPD firm-side revenue as a function of the

matching as∑
j

p∗j = β
∑
j

UF (vFj , |sF (j)|SI ) + (1− β)
∑
j

∫
sF (j)

ϕ(v) · [gI(|sI(v)| − 1)− gI(|sI(v)|)] dQI(v)

= β
∑
j

UF (vFj , |sF (j)|SI ) + (1− β)

v̄I∫
v∗I (1|s)

ϕ(v)|sI(v)| · [gI(|sI(v)| − 1)− gI(|sI(v)|)] dQI(v)

where v∗I (1|s) is the threshold type for firm 1’s matching set, which is also the lowest type

individual that purchases a non-empty package. Then total MVPD revenue is given by

β
∑
j

UF (vFj , |sF (j)|SI )

+

∫ v̄I

vI

ϕ(v)
(
gI(|sI(v)|) + (1− β)|sI(v)| · [gI(|sI(v)| − 1)− gI(|sI(v)|)]

)
dQI(v).

(11)

It is worth pointing out that if gI(x) = ax+ b then the MVPD’s objective simplifies to

β
∑
j

UF (vFj , |sF (j)|SI ) +

v̄I∫
v∗I (1|s)

ϕ(v)
(
βa · |sI(v)|+ b

)
dQI(v).
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In the special case of a = 1 and b = 1 maximizing this objective is the same as maximizing

total (second-best) welfare, given by

∑
j

UF (vFj , |sF (j)|SI ) +

v̄I∫
vI

ϕ(v) · gI(|sI(v)|)dQI(v).

The general form of the objective in (11) will satisfy the conditions of Propositions 1 and

2 if UF (v, ·) is concave and the integrand in the second term of (11) is supermodular. This

second requirement will be satisfied iff gI(x) + (1− β)x · [gI(x− 1)− gI(x)] is increasing. A

sufficient condition for this, given that gI is increasing, is that gI is concave.

Lemma 12. If gI is concave then gI(x)+(1−β)x · [gI(x− 1)− gI(x)] is increasing for x ≥ 1.

Proof. For x′′ > x′ we want to show

gI(x
′′)− gI(x′) + (1− β)x′′ ·

[
gI(x

′′ − 1)− gI(x′′)
]
− (1− β)x′ ·

[
gI(x

′ − 1)− gI(x′)
]
≥ 0.

By concavity, gI(x
′−1)−gI(x′) ≥ gI(x′′−1)−gI(x′′) ≥ 0. If x′′ ·[gI(x′′ − 1)− gI(x′′)] ≥ x′ ·

[gI(x
′ − 1)− gI(x′)] then we are done, so suppose this does not hold. Under this assumption,

since (1− β) < 1 it suffices to show

gI(x
′′)− gI(x′) + x′′ ·

[
gI(x

′′ − 1)− gI(x′′)
]
− x′ ·

[
gI(x

′ − 1)− gI(x′)
]
≥ 0.

Adding and subtracting x′[gI(x
′′ − 1)− gI(x′)], we can rewrite the left hand side as

gI(x
′′)−gI(x′)+(x′′−x′) ·

[
gI(x

′′−1)−gI(x′′)
]
−x′ ·

[
gI(x

′−1)−gI(x′)− [gI(x
′′−1)−gI(x′′)]

]
If gI is concave, gI(x

′′)−gI(x′′−1) ≤ [gI(x
′′−1)−gI(x′−1)]/(x′′−x′). Using this inequality,

we obtain

gI(x
′′)− gI(x′) + (x′′ − x′) ·

[
gI(x

′′ − 1)− gI(x′′)
]
− x′ ·

[
gI(x

′ − 1)− gI(x′)− [gI(x
′′ − 1)− gI(x′′)]

]
≥ gI(x′′)− g(x′′ − 1)− [gI(x

′)− g(x′ − 1)]− x′ ·
[
gI(x

′ − 1)− gI(x′)− [gI(x
′′ − 1)− gI(x′′)]

]
= (1− x′)[gI(x′ − 1)− gI(x′)]− (1− x′) · [gI(x′′ − 1)− gI(x′′)]

≥ 0

where the first inequality follows from gI(x
′′)−gI(x′′−1) ≤ [gI(x

′′−1)−gI(x′−1)]/(x′′−x′),
and the final inequality from x′ ≥ 1 and concavity of gI .

The discussion thus far of the MVPD problem is summarized in the following proposition
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Proposition 4. Assume gI is concave and increasing and UF is supermodular and con-

cave in its second argument. Then the MVPD’s objective in (11) satisfies the conditions of

Propositions 1 and 2.

If we assume that UF (v, ·) is increasing for all v then a sufficient condition for no individ-

uals to be excluded is that ϕ(vI) > 0. If this holds then all individuals will be made worse

off by increasing differences shifts in the payoffs of the highest type channels.

The assumption that viewers care only about the number of channels they have access

to may seem unnatural. High type channels as those which are best able to convert viewers

who have access to their channel into profits, which are generated by add revenue. A natural

interpretation is that these channels attract a larger portion of the available viewers then

low type channels, but this interpretation suggests non-trivial viewer preferences. Viewers

with the same ordinal preferences over channels can be accommodated, especially if the

ordering corresponds to the ordering on channel types. However if viewers have different

ordinal preferences over channels then threshold matchings may not be optimal. None the

less, conditional on the MVPD choosing to offer threshold matchings all viewers will prefer

larger matching sets. In reality, MVPDs almost always offer a menu of nested bundles. This

may be because there is uncertainty about which programs channels will offer, so that viewers

do not in fact have strong preferences over channels ex-ante, although they may develop such

preferences after purchasing a bundle. It could also be because the distribution of preferences

conditional on vertical types vI is such that profitable screening along this dimension is not

possible. In this sense, the model seems to be a reasonable approximation of reality.

I will now discuss situations in which increasing differences changes in firm payoffs make

all individuals worse off.

Changes in viewing patters. The most obvious cause of an increasing differences change in firm

payoffs is technological change - direct shifts in firm payoffs. In this context, technological

change could mean better programming or changes in viewing patterns that make some

channels relatively more attractive to advertisers than others. A “high type” channel in this

setting is one that most effectively converts viewers who have access to the channel into

add revenue. This could be because of the demographic composition of their viewers or the

broadness of their appeal. High type channels can be identified as those offered in the basic

cable packages, such as CBS and FOX, whereas low type channels have more niche appeal,

such as Animal Planet or HBO. Suppose viewers become less interested in watching the

nightly news on NBC, and more interested in watching serial shows such as those offered by

HBO. This can be interpreted as an increasing differences change in the payoffs of high type
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channels relative to NBC. Assuming UF is affine in its second argument, by Lemmas 5 and

7, we would expect such a change to lead to more packages that include HBO, with prices

adjusting in a way that makes consumers better off.

Horizontal mergers. Suppose there is a merger between two channels. Mergers are often

executed because of “synergies” between the firms involved. Moreover, firms will often defend

the proposed merger against anti-trust challenges by arguing that synergies, in particular

those that reduce costs, will benefit consumers.

As an example to illustrate mergers with cost synergies in the context of this model,

suppose that given a matching set s, a channel chooses the quality q of its programming to

maximize (r(q)−c(v, q)) · |s|SI . Here |s|SI is interpreted as the channels viewership potential,

r(q) is the realized add revenue per potential viewer, and c is the cost per-viewer of producing

programming.13 Assume r is increasing and c is submodular (decreasing differences in v, q).

The firm’s optimal choice of program quality is independent of its viewership, and increasing

in v, so UF (v, x) = maxq(r(q) − c(v, q)) · |s|SI is supermodular and linear in its second

argument.

Cost synergies entail a reduction in the marginal cost of production for the firms involved.

In this context, suppose firms with values v′′ and v′ merge. Because of cost synergies, they will

each have new cost functions ĉ that are point-wise lower than their original costs. Then their

margins will increase, i.e. maxq r(q)− ĉ(v, q) will be larger. This is an increasing differences

shift in their payoffs. Suppose there is a merger between the lowest-value channels. Then

Lemma 4 implies that all cable packages will become larger. If on the other hand the two

highest value channels merge then all cable packages will shrink. If there was no exclusion of

individuals to begin with then all individuals will be made worse off. One could argue that

this welfare analysis is incomplete, since the quality of programming increases following the

merger. The positive conclusion regarding mergers of low value firms is unchanged by this

consideration. In the case of high value firm mergers, the net effect will depend on how much

individuals value higher quality programming.

Vertical mergers. Suppose the MVPD purchases a channel. This has two effects on its

matching problem. One is that the MVPD will now appropriates the entire surplus generated

by the purchased channel. This will have the effect of an increasing differences shift in this

channel’s payoffs. However the acquisition also affects the negotiations with other firms. If

a channel fails to reach an agreement with the MVPD and is dropped from the packages,

13An alternative formulation for channel profits would be r(q)g(·|s|SI )− c(v, q), i.e. zero marginal costs. In

this case however the value function is supermodular, but it will only be concave if g is sufficiently concave.
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some viewers who would have had access to both this channel and the MVPD-owned channel

will migrate to the latter. This benefits the MVPD, whereas before the merger the MVPD

appropriated none of this additional benefit. This change in the outside option of the MVPD

is termed the “bargaining leverage over rivals” (BLR) effect by Rogerson (2019). The effect

on the structure of bundling will depend on the magnitude of the BLR effect.

If the MVPD purchases firm 1 then the price negotiated with channel j is given by

p̃∗j = arg max
p

(
p+R(s)−ROj (s) + θ

(
UF (vF1 , |sF (1)|SI

)− UF (vF1 , |sF (1)|S̃j
I
)
))β

(UF (vFj , |sF (j)|SI
))(1−β)

= βUF (vFj , |sF (j)|SI
) + (1− β)θ

(
ROj (s)−R(s) + UF (vF1 , |sF (1)|S̃j

I
)− UF (vF1 , |sF (1)|SI

)
)

where |sF (j)|
S̃jI

is quality of channel 1’s matching set when firm j is dropped from all

matchings. The parameter θ ∈ [0, 1] captures the degree to which the MVPD internalizes

the change in the viewership of the purchased channel should negotiations break down with

channel j. If θ = 0 then there is no MVPD effect. The MVPD’s total revenue is

N∑
j=2

p̃∗j+U
F (vF1 , |sF (1)|SI

)+R(s) =

N∑
j=2

p∗j+(1−β)θ

N∑
j=2

(
UF (vF1 , |sF (1)|S̃j

I
)− UF (vF1 , |sF (1)|SI

)
)

+R(s)

which can be re-written as

β
N∑
j=2

UF (vFj , |sF (j)|SI ) + UF (vF1 , |sF (1)|
SjI

)

+

∫ v̄I

vI

ϕ(v)
(
gI(|sI(v)|) + (1− β)|sI(v)| · [gI(|sI(v)| − 1)− gI(|sI(v)|)]

)
dQI(v)

− (1− β)

∫
sF (1)

ϕ(v) · [gI(|sI(v)| − 1)− gI(|sI(v)|)] dQI(v)

+ (1− β)θ

N∑
j=2

(
UF (vF1 , |sF (1)|

S̃jI
)− UF (vF1 , |sF (1)|SI )

)
.

(12)

The first two lines of (12) are the same as the original MVPD revenue in (11), except that the

weight on channel 1’s revenue is now 1 instead of β. The third and fourth lines complicate

the analysis. The third line reflects the fact that the individual side payoffs in the even of

a breakdown in negotiations with firm 1 need no longer be considered. The fourth line is

the BLR effect. Here payoffs do not have the same form as discussed above, and we can not

directly apply or previous results. Under some additional assumptions however we can draw

welfare conclusions.14

14Just assuming that UF (v, ·) is affine should be enough to do comparative statics, but this will require

additional work.
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First, assume that there is no BLR effect, so θ = 0 and the fourth line of (12) disappears.

Second, suppose gI affine with slope a. Then the second line of (12) reduces to

(1− β)a

∫
sF (1)

ϕ(v)dQI(v).

The only effect of this on the MVPD’s problem is to increase the marginal benefit of adding

viewers to the matching set of firm 1. Thus the result of Proposition 2 will continue to hold.

Lemma 13. Assume that there is no BLR effect, gI is affine, and UF (v, ·) is concave. Then

if there is no exclusion of viewers and the MVPD purchases the highest type channel, all

individuals will be worse off. If instead UF (v, ·) is affine and the MVPD purchases the lowest

type channel then all individuals will be better off.

The BLR effect reduces the price that the platform pays to all channels. However it is not

immediately clear how this affects the marginal benefit of increasing bundle size. Analyzing

the merger when the BLR effect is present is an interesting objective, but one which I leave

for future work.

3.2 Platform-mediated monopolistic competition

Retailers, particularly on-line retailers such as Amazon, exert considerable control over the set

of products to which consumers have access. This influence may take the form of placement

of products in stores or in search results pages, advertising, or product recommendations,

among others. Firms care about how many customers see their product and how many other

products these customers see. Additionally, a firm’s payoffs will depend on the prices offered

by the competing firms to which its customers also have access. The retailer may exert

varying levels of control over firm pricing decisions. A grocery store may have a high degree

of control, whereas Amazon may have little direct say in the prices set by firms.

I will consider a version of the classic Dixit and Stiglitz (1977) model of monopolistic

competition. There are a continuum of firms and individuals. For simplicity, assume that

individuals are identical. I will discuss later how individual heterogeneity can be accommo-

dated. The driving force here will be the desire of the platform to screen firms that have

different marginal costs, and thus value access to consumers differently. The platform cannot

directly control the prices set by firms, although it may do so indirectly through the choice

of the matching sets. This assumption fits best with a model of an online platform such as

Amazon. I will show that platform payoffs in this setting reduce to the form studied in 2.
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3.2.1 Customer side

I first describe the demand of a customer who is matched with a set s of firms, where firm j

has set price p(j). The individual chooses a quantity q(j) to purchase from firm j and how

much money m to hold. The individual’s choice solves

max
q(·),m

= m+
1

θ

(∫
s
q(j)

σ−1
σ dj

) θσ
σ−1

s.t.

∫
s
p(j)q(j)dj +m ≤ w (13)

where w is the individual’s wealth, σ > 1, θ ∈ (0, 1) and σ(1− θ) > 1.15 Assume that wealth

is high enough that individuals hold a positive amount of money. Define the price index for

matching set s as

P (s) =

(∫
s
p(j)1−σdj

) 1
1−σ

.

Then demand for money can be written as

m(s) = w − P (s)
θ
θ−1

and demand for the product of firm j is given by16

q(j|s) = p(j)−σ · P (s)
σ(1−θ)−1

1−θ .

The indirect utility of an individual is given by

1− θ
θ

P (s)
θ
θ−1 + w.

3.2.2 Firm side

A firm matched with a set sF (j) of customers faces an aggregate demand given by

p(j)−σ ·
∫

sF (j)

P (sI(i))
σ(1−θ)−1

1−θ di.

Define h(s) ≡ P (sI(i))
σ(1−θ)−1

1−θ . Assume that marginal costs are constant for all firms, but

differ across firms. Marginal costs are the firm’s private information, which the platform will

like to elicit. For simplicity, assume that firms have no fixed cost. 17 The firm’s price setting

problem can be stated as

max
p

p1−σ ·
∫

sF (j)

h(i)di− cjp−σ ·
∫

sF (j)

h(i)di.

15Preferences of the form in (13) have been used by Bagwell and Lee (2018), Helpman and Itskhoki (2010),

and Helpman and Krugman (1989) among others.
16Derivations can be found in Appendix A
17Adding fixed costs, even if they differ across firms, does not change anything as long as all firms want to

continue operating.
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The solution to this problem is to set p(j) = σ
σ−1cj . The fact that the price does not depend

on the matching set or the prices of other firms is the main benefit of assuming CES utility

and constant marginal costs. Define vj ≡ c1−σ
j (recall that σ > 1). The firms profits from

matching set sF (j) are then given by

vjγ ·
∫

sF (j)

h(i)di

where γ =
(

σ
σ−1

)1−σ
−
(

σ
σ−1

)−σ
> 0.

Using the firm pricing decision, payoffs of an individual with matching set sI are given

by

w +

(
1− θ
θ

)(
σ

σ − 1

) θ
θ−1

∫
sI

vjdj

 θ
(θ−1)(1−σ)

. (14)

This can be written as w + gI(sI).

3.2.3 The platform

There are a number of platform objectives that can be entertained in this setting. I will

assume that the goal of the platform is to maximize a weighted sum of customer surplus and

revenue collected from firms. The platform may care about customer surplus because it wants

to attract customers. Alternatively, if the platform was also screening on the individual side

we have seen how the individual-side objective looks like welfare maximization, with virtual

values replacing true values. I could also consider a platform that collects transaction fees

from users, and thus wants to maximize a weighted sum of customer transactions and revenues

from firms. The results discussed here would not change.

Payoffs for the firm and individual take the form studied in section 2: the endogenous

salience of individual i, given by h(i), depends on the types of the firms in sI(i). Using the

firm’s pricing decision, we can rewrite P (sI(i)) in terms of firm types:

h(sI(i)) = P (sI(i))
σ(1−θ)−1

1−θ = ψ ·

 ∫
sI(i)

vjdj


κ

where κ = σ(1−θ)−1
(1−θ)(1−σ) ∈ (−1, 0) and ψ =

(
σ
σ−1

)κ(1−σ)
> 0. The platform wants to screen

firms based on marginal costs. Firm payoffs are of the form vj · gF (sF (j)), where gF is

linear. Assuming that the distribution of vj is regular, the platform will solve for the optimal

matching by replacing vj with ϕF (vj) = vj − 1−QF (vj)
qF (vj)

, subject to monotonicity of firm side

match quality in type.
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Ignoring individual wealth, which is fixed, the platform payoff can be written as

v̄I∫
vI

gI(sI(v)) + γh(sI(v)) ·
∫

sI(v)

ϕF (vj)dj

 dQI(v). (15)

where gI(sI) =
(

1−θ
θ

)
P (sI)

θ
θ−1 . The platform chooses sI(·) to maximize (15), subject to

monotonicity of firm match quality. If the platform cannot discriminate between customers,

meaning that all customers must receive the same matching set, then monotonicity of the firm

side matching implies that individual matching sets must be characterized by a threshold in

vF . If the platform is allowed to offer different matching sets to different individuals however,

the problem is not necessarily separable across customers due to the firm-side monotonicity

constraint. Given the separable structure of the objective, Lemma 8 implies that the threshold

structure will hold, under a slight strengthening of regularity.

Lemma 14. Maximizing the integrand in (15), i.e. solving the problem separately for each

individual, yields matchings characterized by a threshold in ϕF (v)/v; a firm with type v is

matched with the individual if and only if ϕF (v)/v is high enough.

Under the assumption that ϕF is increasing, ϕF (v)/v will always be increasing over the

set of v such that ϕF (v) < 0. This means that if we know that all firms with positive

virtual values are matched with all individuals then under regularity we can conclude that

the individuals’ matching sets are characterized by a threshold in vF . In general however we

can only conclude this when ϕF (v)/v is increasing.

Corollary 4. If ϕF (v)/v is increasing then maximizing (15) pointwise yeilds matching sets

characterized by a threshold in vF .

If ϕ(v)/v is increasing, or if the platform is not able to discriminate between individuals,

then the problem is separable accross individuals, and can be solved by maximizing the

integrand in (15). Lemma 14 implies that the solution to this problem is unique, so all

customers will receive the same matching set, and we can talk about the “representative

customer”.

Even when the problem is separable, comparative statics in this setting are complicated

by the fact that firm types enter into both the endogenous salience of individuals and the

profitability of firms. This is not an issue however if we consider changes that affect the

virtual values without changing the true firm types, in which case we can apply Lemma 9. I

will consider two such changes; if the platform receives more precise information about firm
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types, and if the platform purchases a subset of high type firms. The following Lemma is the

immediate implication of 9 in this setting.

Lemma 15. Assume ϕF (v)/v is increasing. Consider a set of firms, all of which are matched

with the representative customer. If the virtual values of these firms increase then the repre-

sentative customer will be worse off and receive a smaller matching set.

Suppose the platform receives some information about the vertical types of firms. For

some partition τ of the set [vF , v̄F ] of potential firm types the platform learns to which

partition cell each firm belongs. The platform therfore only needs to worry about firms

deviating to types that are in the same cell; the mechanism design problem on the firm side

separates completely accross cells. Thus the virtual values are computed cell-by-cell; for a

firm v in cell [v∗∗, v
∗∗] the virtual value is v − QF (v∗∗)−QF (v)

qF (v) . Moreover the monotonicity

constraint is need only be satisfied within each cell. Say that a partition cell is included if all

firms in that cell are matched with the representative customer. The following are corollaries

of Lemma 15.

Corollary 5. Assume ϕF (v)/v is increasing within each cell. If the platform purchases an

included partition cell of firms then the customer recieves a smaller matching set and is worse

off.

Proof. If the platform purchases an included partition cell it replaces the virtual values of

each firm in this cell with the true values, which are higher. There is no change in the virtual

values of firms in other cells.

Assume ϕF (v)/v is increasing. Corollary 5 and Lemma 14 imply that if the inverse

hazard rate is decreasing then the customer receives a smaller matching set. Even without

this assumption, the merger makes the customer worse off, as the platform seeks to divert

customers to the firms that it owns. Similarly, if the platform gets better information about

the values of firms that are already included, it will be able to extract more surplus from

these firms, and would thus like to divert customers to them.

Corollary 6. Assume ϕF (v)/v is increasing within each cell. If the platform’s partition over

a set of included firms becomes finer then the customer recieves a smaller matching set and

is worse off.

Proof. If a given partition cell [v∗∗, v
∗∗] is subdivided then any firm in [v∗∗, v

∗∗] will be in a

new cell with an upper bound that is below v∗∗, and strictly so for some firms. Then the

virtual values of these firms will be higher.
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The natural counterpoints to 7 and 8 also obtain; if the merger or information aquisition

concerns cells of excluded firms, firms with which the customer is not matched, than the

customer recieves larger matching sets and is better off

3.2.4 Customer heterogeneity

A natural dimension of customer heterogeneity is the degree to which customers value the

goods sold on the platform relative to money. With quasi-liner preferences wealth hetero-

geneity does affect the purchase decisions. In some sense, the trade-off between goods and

money is captured by the parameter θ, so we can consider heterogeneity in this dimension.

However higher θ does not exactly capture an intuitive notion of valuing goods relatively

more. The quality of a customer’s matching set is given by
∫
sI
vjdj. Customer preferences

are supermodular in θ and match quality if and only if P ≥ 1. In fact, if P < 1 it is easy to

show that customer demand may be decreasing in θ.18 Thus, I will consider an slight modifi-

cation of customer preferences which admits a more natural interpretation of the individual

type: let preferences for a type vI customer be represented by

m+
v1−θ
I

θ

∫
s

q(j)
σ−1
σ dj

 θσ
σ−1

where vI is the individuals type. It is easy to show, following the same steps as before, that

demand for good j is given by

q(j|s, vI) = vI · p(j)−σ · P (s)
σ(1−θ)−1

1−θ

and customers’ indirect utility is given by

vI

(
1− θ
θ

)
P (s)

θ
θ−1 .

Define h(s|vI) ≡ vI · P (s)
σ(1−θ)−1

1−θ . The remainder of the derivations are as before.

If the platform can observe individuals’ types, which may not be an unreasonable assump-

tion for online platforms with access to detailed information about their customers, not much

changes in the above analysis. Lemma 8 applies, so if ϕF (v)/v is increasing then matchings

for each individual have a threshold structure and the firm-side monotonicity constraint does

not bind. Then the conclusions Corollaries 5 and 6 continue to hold for each individual:

18There is no technical problem with considering heterogeneity in θ, although it does complicate the analysis

when we consider the case in which the type is an individual’s private information and there are transfers

between the platform and individuals. The issue is one of interpretation.
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each individual is matched with a smaller set of firms if the platform purchases or gains

more precise information about an included cell of firms. This makes individuals worse of if

the platform is maximizing the weighted sum of customer welfare and firm-side revenue. Of

course, if the platform can use transfers to extract surples from individuals then individuals

recieve zero surpluss in either case.

We can also consider the situation in which an individual’s type is their private infor-

mation. If the platform can only control individual payoffs through the matching set, for

example if monetary transfers are not possible, then again all individuals will receive the

same matching set. Lemmas 14 and 15; and Corollaries 5 and 6 continue to hold for all

individuals.

The primary case of interest is when individuals are privatly informed about their type,

and transfers can be made between individuals and the platform. The necessary and sufficient

conditions for customer-side incentive compatibility in this setting are monotonicity of match

quality in type and payments that satisfy the envelope condition. Let gI be defined as above.

The platform may still seek to maximize the sum of total individual-side welfare and net

revenue, meaning the sum of transfers from firms and customers. Aggregate individual-side

welfare can be written as

U(vI) +

v̄I∫
vI

gI(sI(v))(1−QI(v))dv.

The platform does not benefit from transferring money to individuals since its payoffs are

linear in money, so it is without loss to set U(vI) = 0. The platform objective is to maximize

v̄I∫
vI

gI(sI(v))(1−QI(v)) + vγh(sI(v)) ·
∫

sI(v)

ϕF (vj)dj

 dQI(v) (16)

subject to monotonicity of firm and individual match qualities. Lemma 14 applies here, so if

ϕF (v)/v is increasing then maximizing the integrand in (16) yields threshold matching sets

for each individual.

If we ignored the firm side, maximizing individual-side welfare would imply full ironing

since 1−QI(v) is decreasing. All individuals would receive the same quality matching set, and

thus the same set given that threshold matchings are optimal. In fact, the firm side reinforces

this effect. The platform faces a trade-off between higher customer welfare and greater firm-

side revenue. Since firm side revenue scales with vI , while 1 − QI(vI) is decreasing, the

platform will prioritize firm side revenue when dealing with higher type individuals.
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Lemma 16. Assume ϕF (v)/v is increasing. If the platform’s objective is to maximize (16),

the sum of individual-side welfare and revenue, then there is full pooling: the optimal match-

ing is the same for all individuals.

Proof. Suppose platform maximized its objective separately for each individual, ignoring

the monotonicity constraint. I want to show that higher type individuals would get worse

matching sets. The objective for an individual with type vI can be written as

vI

gI(sI)(1−QI(vI))
vI

+ γψ

∫
sI

vjdj

κ

·
∫
sI

ϕF (vj)dj

 .

This objective satisfies single-crossing in vI and −
∫
sI
vjdj, so higher types get worse matching

sets. Since point-wise maximization yields a decreasing allocation there is full ironing: the

optimal matching subject to monotonicity has the same quality for all individuals. Since

ϕF (v)/v is increasing this implies that all matching sets will be the same.

Lemma 16 is consistent with some observed patterns of platform structure. Early stage

platforms, which are focused on attracting new users, often offer the same service to all

customers. Later, when the user base has been established, do platforms begin do discriminate

between customers. As we will see below, such discrimination arises when the platform seeks

to translate individual-side users into revenue.

Given Lemma 16 we can again talk about the “representative customer” who in this case

has a type given by the average type in the population. Lemma 15 and Corollaries 5 and 6

continue to apply.

Finally, suppose the platform also wants to maximize firm-side and individual-side rev-

enue. Individual side revenue can be written as

U(vI) +

v̄I∫
vI

ϕI(v) · gI(sI(v))dv

where ϕI(v) = v − 1−QI(v)
qI(v) . The platform can extract full surpluss from the lowest type, so

U(vI) = 0. The platform objective is to maximize

v̄I∫
vI

ϕI(v) · gI(sI(v)) + vγh(sI(v)) ·
∫

sI(v)

ϕF (vj)dj

 dQI(v) (17)

subject to individual and firm side monotonicity. We can rewrite the integrand as

v

ϕI(v)

v
gI(sI(v)) + γh(sI(v)) ·

∫
sI(v)

ϕF (vj)dj

 .
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This objective satisfies single-crossing in ϕI(v)/v and
∫
sI
vjdj, which has the following impli-

cation.

Lemma 17. Point-wise maximization of total revenue, given by (17), yields individual match

qualities that are increasing in ϕI(v)/v.

An immediate implication of Lemma 17 is that point-wise maximization will yield mono-

tone allocations if ϕI(v)/v is increasing. This claim has a partial converse: if ϕI(v)/v is not

increasing then point-wise maximization will violate monotonicity, unless the violations of

increasing ϕI(v)/v happen to occur for individuals that are either excluded or fully matched.

Assuming that both ϕI(v)/v and ϕF (v)/v are increasing. Then monotonoicity constraints

do not bind for either individuals or firms. Thus we can apply Lemma 8. and Corollaries 5

and 6 apply to each individual: each individual is matched with a smaller set of firms if the

platform purchases or gains more precise information about an included cell of firms. Using

the envelope expression for individual payoffs we have the following welfare conclusions.

Corollary 7. Assume ϕF (v)/v is increasing within each cell. If the platform purchases a

cell of firms that is included for all customers then all customers are worse off.

Corollary 8. Assume ϕF (v)/v is increasing within each cell. If the platform’s partition over

a set of included firms that are included for all customers becomes finer then all customers

are worse off.
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Appendix

A Platform-mediated monopolistic competition

The FOC for the customer’s problem in (13) gives

p(k) = q(k)−
1
σ

(∫
s
q(j)

σ−1
σ

) θσ
σ−1
−1

. (18)

Multiplying both sides by q(k) and integrating both sides over s yields∫
s
p(j)q(j)dj =

(∫
s
q(j)

σ−1
σ

) θσ
σ−1

. (19)

We can also rearange (18) to obtain

p(k)q(k) = p(k)1−σ
(∫

s
q(j)

σ−1
σ

)σ θσ
σ−1
−1

. (20)

Integrating both sides over s yields∫
s
p(j)q(j)dj = P (s)1−σ

(∫
s
q(j)

σ−1
σ

)σ θσ
σ−1
−1

. (21)

Combining (19) and (21) we obtain∫
s
p(j)q(j)dj = P (s)

θ
θ−1

which is what allows us to write demands as a function of P (s).
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